Special purpose hardware has been traditionally viewed as the only practical solution for high speed Video Signal Processing (VSP). However, new parallel computing technologies may provide a much more exible alternative. In this paper we discuss techniques for implementing VSP algorithms on data-parallel computers, including data distribution and the tradeo s between memory usage, communication, and computation. We provide theoretical analyses and illustrate them with examples of implementations written for the MasPar data-parallel computers. The algorithms studied here are a selection of classical algorithms that includes block-DCT coding, subband coding and block-matching motion estimation. Additionally, two new algorithms of the authors are also presented, on intraframe nonorthogonal subband coding and on motion compensated 3-D subband coding.
Introduction
The concurrent progress in digital video signal processing (VSP) technologies and digital video transmission on the one hand, and in the graphical user interfaces and multimedia applications in desktop computers on the other hand, force the merging of these previously separate entities. Such convergence is expected to have a signi cant economic impact: Widely available digital video will create a market for a multitude of new application software packages involving operations such as video editing, enhancement, computer vision, and video query languages and databases. Integration of VSP with other applications suggests that VSP algorithms should preferably be executed on general{purpose computing platforms. Unfortunately, the computing requirements of VSP algorithms often overwhelm the single{processor, sequential computers. Moreover, it can be expected that gains in microprocessor speed will be outpaced by a demand for higher image resolution. Let us, therefore, review the key computational characteristics of the VSP algorithms: Natural potential for parallel execution, resulting from the locality of computations in space and time for intraframe and interframe processing, respectively.
The computational demands of VSP can be met in several ways. First, one may use dedicated, special{purpose hardware, from dedicated subsystems (plug{in boards with special chip sets or attached devices) to special{purpose parallel computers such as, e.g. , the Princeton Engine 1]. Special hardware has been a preferred solution to date, dictated by cost considerations and the insu cient performance of CPUs. The major limitation of this approach is its limited programmability and interoperability, and therefore reduced exibility for applications.
Another solution is to use general{purpose parallel computers. At present they are considerably more expensive than desktop computers, but one may reasonably expect the continuation of cost reduction to commodity level, especially with small attached array processors or even board{level products. In addition, since VSP is a rapidly evolving eld, special-purpose hardware rapidly becomes obsolete while general-purpose computer software can be made portable to newer or upgraded platforms. Such a perspective makes the investigation of parallel computing for VSP even more important.
Already at this time there are a number of VSP applications where dedicated, special{purpose hardware is not economically justi ed, and a high degree of programming exibility is absolutely required. They include, among others, 1) algorithm development and ne{tuning, 2) special applications such as video editing, restoration, or enhancement, 3) three{dimensional (3-D) image processing in biomedical and scienti c applications, and, last but not least, 4) video coding. Even though standards for video decoding exist or are being established, (e.g., MPEG, MPEG II), standards for video coding are not expected because of the great diversity of user needs and applications. This leaves much exibility in the coder implementation, which may be very desirable. For instance, artistic directors may need to maintain control over what visual artifacts are or are not acceptable depending on the scene or program to be broadcast. In all of the applications above, the use of general{purpose computers increases the engineer's ability to quickly develop new ideas and algorithms, test these on su ciently long and varied image test sequences, and extensively explore the design parameter space.
Our discussion is focused on 2-D mesh{connected processor arrays, which appear most suitable for a broad class of VSP tasks and have been used as general{purpose platforms for a variety of problems in related areas such as computer vision and image understanding 2, 3, 4, 5]. In VSP, parallel algorithms have been proposed for vector quantization 6], split{and{merge block{motion estimation 7], and entropy coding and arithmetic coding 8]. For most VSP algorithms it is su cient to restrict attention to the data{parallel computers, also called Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD). It has been demonstrated in diverse applications that the data{parallel model remarkably simpli es parallel software engineering.
To make our discussion more concrete, we illustrate our study with several speci c implementations of video intraframe and interframe coding algorithms. In particular, we discuss the important issues that arise in implementation of VSP algorithms on parallel computers. Such issues include schemes for data distribution (or layout) to processors, layout transformations, I/O and inter{processor communication schemes. We then review the actual implementations of selected algorithms on two MasPar computers, one a fully con gured 16k{processor MP-1 at Bellcore, and the other a smaller 2k{processor machine at Rensselaer.
The review provides the theoretical analysis as well as actual performance data for a selection of classical and novel algorithms. The rst category includes block{ Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and 2{D subband coding schemes, as well as three block{matching motion estimation algorithms. The second category includes an iterative optimization algorithm for nonorthogonal 2{D subband coding 9] and a 3{D subband coding algorithm 10] introduced by the authors. We choose to concentrate on encoders since the parallel implementation issues for decoders are similar.
A number of VSP algorithms may not be directly amenable to parallel implementations. Examples include spatially recursive algorithms such as spatial DPCM coding and certain adaptive algorithms such as adaptive Hu man coding. Some of these algorithms exhibit a certain degree of parallelism while others may warrant the use of hybrid sequential/parallel schemes. Such algorithms are not discussed further in this paper.
Parallel Computers

Overview
We focus on the logical view of parallel computing in algorithm and software design rather than on hardware. The essential characteristics of a parallel computer are as follows:
1. The number of processing elements (PEs), 2. The topology of the PE interconnection network, 3. The architecture of local and/or global memory.
We have found that many VSP tasks can be e ciently implemented when the local PE memories are explicitly considered. The physical interconnection topology need not limit the possible communication patterns. The emulation of one network by another enables software portability across di erent parallel architectures 11, 12] .
It has been convenient to classify parallel computer architectures into two families: the data{parallel machines and program{parallel machines.
In a data{parallel (SIMD) computer all PEs execute essentially the same program, although they may contain di erent data. There is a distinguished processor (controller) executing the program and broadcasting instructions which are synchronously acted upon by all active PEs. Nevertheless, the tasks executed by individual PEs may di er somewhat: a PE may be inactive and ignore the instruction, it may store local pointers to its local memory (indirect addressing), it may locally control conditional statements, etc.
In a program{parallel (MIMD) computer each PE executes its own program. The logical model is that of many processes communicating by passing messages, in an inherently asynchronous environment. Although synchronization may be hardware{assisted, it needs to be explicitly handled by the programmer. A program{parallel computer can be used in the data{parallel mode. This is usually aided by compiler support for data{parallel languages.
The VSP applications in general do not require the full exibility of program{parallel computers. Since in addition the SIMD design is simpler and more economic, data{ parallel computing appears as the method of choice for parallel VSP.
The 2{D mesh{interconnection network appears particularly well suited for VSP applications. However, we remind that this only means that a parallel computer should appear as a 2{D mesh to the program. In fact, a large variety of physical networks have been actually implemented in various parallel computers: hypercubes, butter ies, binary trees, fat trees, multidimensional meshes (grids) with and without toroidal wrap-around. Currently, for engineering and economic reasons the trend is towards the choice of 2{D and 3{D mesh{connected machines.
All this points to algorithms and software design as the most important aspects of parallel computing. Nowadays, the programming tends to be more expensive than hardware, creating demand for code portability. This is being aided by new software technologies. Programming languages for parallel machines are rapidly maturing. At present all parallel machines support extended versions of C and FORTRAN, and e orts towards standardization are well underway. This implies that currently some programs may not be portable across di erent parallel machines without programmer's intervention. However, well designed software (i.e. incorporating the basic elements of object{oriented style, such as data abstraction, encapsulation, and modularity) can be systematically ported from one parallel architecture to another, with localized and often minor program changes.
The MasPar Computer
The algorithms discussed in this paper have been implemented and tested on the MasPar MP-1 computers, produced by the MasPar Computer Corp. in Sunnyvale, CA 13] . The MasPar is a SIMD machine with processing elements logically congured in the shape of a 2{D rectangular array. The array size depends on the machine model; the computers used in this study have been a 64 32 = 2; 048 processor machine at Rensselaer, and a 128 128 = 16; 384 processor machine at Bellcore. Interprocessor communication is supported by two independent interconnection networks. One network is a 2{D mesh, with toroidal wrap{around and nearest{neighbor connections along the array rows, array columns, and diagonals. This network connects each PE to its 8 neighbors, and provides e cient data com-munications along the array rows, columns and diagonals. Support for arbitrary interprocessor communication patterns is provided by another network, a "global router" whose topology is transparent to the user.
Although machine performance cannot be meaningfully characterized by a single number, it is of interest to provide certain reference benchmarks. A 16k{ processor MasPar MP{1 can achieve the computing speed of over 1 Giga op for single{precision calculations, and over 3 billion additions and logical operations per second for 32{bit integers. The rates for 8{bit variables are considerably higher. The local memory at each PE is 64 kB on 16k{processor machine, and 16 kB on a 2k{processor machine. This facilitates the use of local lookup{tables and data{ replication techniques for speeding up computations.
All programs described in this paper have been written in MPL, which is a data{parallel extension of the ANSI standard C language 14] supported on MasPar computers.
Data Layout
The key to e cient data{parallel computing is the design of distributed data structures that can balance the computational load on individual processors, and that provide for maximum parallelism of interprocessor data communications. The elements of a single data object, such as the pixels of a frame, can be distributed into the PEs in a variety of ways, depending on the intended computations and their interprocessor communication patterns. A bad choice of data layout usually results in extreme performance degradation.
Transformations among di erent data layouts for a single data object and the matching of data layout with intended computations are among the most important issues of parallel computing. For illustration consider the operations on a video frame on a rectangular processor array such as a MasPar computer. A frame is read into the computer from a le or a video source as a 1{D stream, usually the line{ by{line scan order. A parallel read distributes the pixels to PEs in a lexicographic order. This is the input data layout, which in general will not be the one desired by the computations. A favorite frame data layout that is well suited to VSP algorithms on mesh{connected computers is the (rectangular) tiling layout, with tile size determined by the algorithm and the computer performance characteristics. These include the computation speed, memory reference time, and interprocessor communication latency and bandwidth.
In the tiling layout a frame of size N x N y is partitioned into rectangular tiles of equal size M x M y , and each tile is assigned to one processor of the array. A concrete example is the allocation of 8 8 blocks of a 288 360 CIF frame to a 36 45 PE array, preserving the correspondence between nearest{neighbor blocks and nearest{ neighbor PEs. In order for the frame to t on a rectangular processor array of size P x P y , we should have P x M x N x and P y M y N y . For transparency we will assume that the processor array is large enough to support direct tiling of required size. If that is not the case for the array being used, there are standard parallel programming techniques which allow to solve this problem. One is programming with virtual processors, i.e. a larger virtual PE array is emulated on a smaller physical array transparently to the user. Alternatively, explicit cut{and{stack methods can be used.
Intraframe Coding
In this section we discuss three intraframe video coding algorithms: block{DCT coding, 2{D (or spatial) subband coding, and a new algorithm for nonorthogonal 2{D subband coding using iterative optimization techniques.
Block{DCT Coding
The block-DCT transform and its inverse are commonly used in video coding and decoding applications such as the standards MPEG and H.261. Let B B denote the size of the blocks. It is assumed that the frame dimensions N x and N y are multiples of B and that B is a power of 2. There are no dependencies between blocks, so the block-DCT transform and its inverse can be executed completely in parallel for the entire frame. M x M y tiles of frame pixels are mapped onto each PE. How should M x and M y be selected? Let N B = NxNy B 2 be the number of blocks per frame. When M x = M y = B, one block is assigned to each PE, so no inter{processor communication is needed. This implementation is straightforward, but when N B P x P y , only a fraction N B =P x P y of the PEs are active. A better technique that balances the load on the PEs consists in partitioning each block into M x M y subblocks, where M x and M y are powers of 2, and exploiting the butter y structure of the DCT algorithm. This is done by performing independent DCT transforms on each subblock and then recombining the results. A similar technique has been applied to the related FFT algorithm . The execution time is monotonically increasing with M x and M y , so the tiles should be made as small as possible subject to the constraints P x M x N x and P y M y N y . The block-DCT transform on 8 8 blocks has been implemented on the 16k{processor MasPar and applied to 1024 1024 frames (M x = M y = B = 8). The execution time for our parallel implementation is 13 msec 16].
The block{DCT is followed by quantization of the transformed image. When the quantizers are xed, the quantization operations are independent for single pixels (scalar quantization) or blocks of pixels (vector quantization), so these operations can be performed in parallel for the entire frame. Scalar quantization is very fast since it can be implemented with integer division and a lookup table. Parallel vector quantization has been studied in 6]. When dynamic bit allocation is used to avoid bu er over ow (e.g., macroblock bit allocation for H.261 standard), full parallelization of the quantization operations is generally not be possible 16, 17].
Subband Coding
The use of 2{D subband coding has been shown to be an e ective technique for the coding of still images 18, 19] . It is also widely used in hybrid video coders. A typical 2{D subband encoder used in intraframe video coding could be represented by the system diagrammed in Fig. 3 . The rst step is to spatially analyze the input into K subbands-typical numbers for K are 7, 10, or 16. Ideally, the subband analysis process produces K independent subbands each containing uncorrelated data. The subbands which are still highly internally correlated would be coded with either spatial DPCM or block{DCT methods. The remaining subbands would be coded directly with a PCM method.
When using separable 2-D lters, the ltering operations to be performed in each band have the typical form y(k; l) = L?1 X n=0 x(2k ? n; l)h(n) (1) where x is the data and fh(n); 0 n < Lg is the impulse response of a L-tap subband lter. Although the bands are generated and processed sequentially, the ltering operations express local spatial interactions which can be performed in parallel within each band and are identical for all bands.
The tiling data layout is used again: M x M y tiles of frame pixels are mapped onto each PE. For convenience, we temporarily assume that M x = M y = 2 m , where m is a nonnegative integer. Denote by j = 0 the nest scale in the multiresolution decomposition, i.e., the original data. To compute the bands at the j th +1 level from the j th , two row convolutions and four column convolutions are required. Because the bands at di erent scales have unequal sizes, the computation and communication loads of the PEs are di erent for each scale. At ne scales j m, each PE contains 2 2(m?j) pixels. Inter{processor communication is required only when a PE needs access to a pixel stored on another PE; in all other cases, the information transfer takes place within the same PE. The ltering operations are implemented in the following fashion. For a given (k; l), the summation in (1) is rst decomposed into partial sums that can each be evaluated within single PEs (computation step), then the partial sums are combined to produce the complete result (inter{processor communication step). This operation is repeated for all pixels. The number of computations per PE to compute the j th +1 scale from the j th is 2 A special case of interest arises when the popular QMF lters are used. The lowpass and highpass lters are related by h h (n) = (?1) n h l (n). This suggests that (1) should be evaluated jointly for the lowpass and highpass lters. This can be done as follows. (1) is evaluated for the lowpass lter only by decomposing the summation in the right{hand side into two terms, one over even indices and the other over odd indices. The output of the lowpass lter is the sum of these two terms while the output of the highpass lter is equal to their di erence. Thus, due to the special relationship between the QMF lters, the computation count may be reduced by one half. A simulation of a 4-band decomposition using 16-tap QMF lters and a 768 640 (M x = 12; M y = 20) image executed on the 2k{processor Maspar in 0.225 seconds.
Quantization can be performed in parallel within each subband using the techniques indicated in the previous section. The imageâ = f
Mf is used as an initial point for the iterative algorithm. The low-frequency band (k = K) is updated rst. The term k?1 is then computed in preparation for an update of the next band,â k?1 . This step is repeated at all scales down to and including the ne scale (k = 1). Several such sequences of coarse-to-ne steps, called sweeps, are performed successively to improve the estimates. Due to its multiscale nature, the algorithm converges rapidly.
In order to update eachâ k , a minimization of (3), subject to the quantizer constraints onâ k , is performed using a Red/Black Gauss-Seidel or a Jacobi relaxation scheme. Both schemes have been used extensively in parallel computing and multiresolution optimization problems 22]. The computations involved include ltering and quantization operations.
The algorithm has been implemented on the 16k{processor MasPar using the biorthogonal B-spline transform #2 in 9], with K = 13 bands. Implementation of the ltering and quantization operations was done as in Section 3.2. A distinctive feature of the algorithm is the choice of the relaxation technique in each band. With the Jacobi scheme, all pixels values are updated simultaneously. With the Red/Black Gauss-Seidel scheme, calculations are done successively on the even and odd rows (resp. columns) for all pixels in the horizontal (resp. vertical) band. Although the Gauss-Seidel algorithm converges more rapidly, at coarse resolutions processor usage is not as good as with Jacobi since twice as many processors are idle. A detailed study of the tradeo between convergence speed and load balancing has shown that the Red/Black Gauss-Seidel scheme is desirable in the low band (Jacobi diverges in the low band) while the Jacobi scheme is appropriate at all ner levels 23]. The MSE stabilized after less than ten iterations of the algorithm. The execution times for 1024 1024 (M x = M y = 8), 512 512 (M x = M y = 4) and 256 256 (M x = M y = 2) images were 72, 29, and 21 msec per iteration, respectively. While the negative e ects of inter{processor communication can be felt for small tiles, timing performance gradually improved for larger tiles. For small tiles, the somewhat complex control structure of the program also had an adverse e ect on timing performance.
Interframe Video Coding
In this section, we rst discuss block{matching motion estimation (BMME) schemes in terms of the performance and complexity of the parallel implementation. Then, we study a new 3{D subband coding algorithm developed by two of the authors.
Motion Estimation
Motion estimation algorithms are used to reduce the temporal redundancy of video signals. These algorithms are computationally demanding, so great care must be taken in their implementation. We have studied the following BMME algorithms: full search ( In order to simplify the discussion, we assume that N B P x P y . As in Section 3, the frames are divided into rectangular tiles of equal size M x M y , each of which is assigned to one PE. Each block is stored in a small set of adjacent processors. When M x = M y = B, no inter{processor communication is needed. As in Section 3.1, this straightforward implementation has the disadvantage that only a fraction N B =P x P y of the PEs are active. Therefore, M x and M y should be chosen so as to balance the PE load. In order to keep the program control simple, M x and M y may further be restricted to be powers of 2. In this case each block is scattered over B 2 MxMy PEs, without overlapping on the PEs. Inter{processor communication may be reduced by adopting a data{replication technique referred to as zooming, in which each PE collects and stores data that would otherwise need to be fetched from other PEs for every motion vector calculation 16]. The replication of frame data is acceptable given the large amount of memory available and illustrates how memory usage can be traded for processing speed. The following two algorithms illustrate the use of the zooming technique.
Algorithm #1 26] . The technique used to evaluate (4) is similar to that used to evaluate (1) in subband ltering. The summation in the right{hand side of (4) is split into partial sums that are evaluated on di erent PEs (computation step) and then added up (communication step). In order to implement the computation step without fetching data from other PEs for each MAE evaluation, a (2d max + M x ) (2d max + M y ) array of data representing all possible displacements of the M x M y tile is zoomed onto each PE prior to the rst computation. each PE collects an array of data representing all possible displacements of the B B block within its dedicated restricted range. The implementation of this zooming step is only slightly more complex than that used for Algorithm #1. The computations count is the same as with Algorithm #1, but since only B 2 MxMy partial minima are compared, the number of communications per PE is reduced to log 2
MxMy , regardless of the value of d max .
Three{Step Search
The TSS algorithm applies a logarithmic search over motion vectors in the range for the FS algorithm. The well-known disadvantage of the TSS algorithm is that it may be trapped in a local minimum of (4). The parallel implementation of TSS is similar to that of FSS with the di erence that a reduced number of motion vectors is evaluated.
Subsampling Algorithms
A promising alternative to the TSS algorithm is the class of subsampling algorithms. Computational complexity is reduced by using block subsampling and alternating pixel subsampling techniques instead of limiting the number of motion{vector searches. According to 25], subsampling algorithms outperform the TSS algorithm in the sense that they produce better motion vectors at comparable computational cost. Two such algorithms using a 4:1 pixel subsampling rate and a 2:1 (resp. 4:1) block subsampling rate allow for a reduction of computational complexity by a factor 8 (resp. 16). These algorithms are denoted here by S 8 and S 16 and are sketched below.
Block subsampling is based on the assumption that each motion vector is "close" to at least one of the vectors obtained from adjacent blocks. With 2:1 block subsampling, motion vectors for the active blocks (2i; 2j) and (2i + 1; 2j + 1), 1 i Nx The organization of computations should not be done in the same fashion as in Section 4.1.1, since all processors that store inactive blocks would be poorly used. A partitioning technique similar to that used for Algorithm #2 may be used instead 26]. For the S 8 (resp. S 16 ) algorithm, the motion{vector range for each active block is partitioned into two (resp. four) rectangles and the work load is split with the otherwise inactive PEs. This technique achieves good load balancing and reduces the number of communications per PE by a factor equal to the block subsampling rate.
The MasPar Implementation
The BMME algorithms FS, TSS, S 8 , and S 16 have been implemented on the 16k-processor MasPar using the methods discussed in Sections 4.1.1-3. The execution time (including system calls but not I/O time) has been measured for various frame sizes. The MSE of the motion-compensated frame di erence has been computed for each algorithm from an average over the rst 30 frames of the well-known Flower Garden sequence. The results are displayed in Table 1 for B = 8 and d max = 8. The average MSE per pixel for each frame is shown in Fig. 1 . In this experiment, the S 8 algorithm results in average in a moderate MSE increase (9 percent) over the FS algorithm, but its time complexity is several times lower than that of the FS algorithm. Further timing improvements can be obtained using the S 16 algorithm, at the expense of MSE. The TSS algorithm has execution time similar to that of S 16 , but also larger MSE. 
3{D Subband Coding
The application of subband coding to include the temporal direction is a natural extension of spatial subband coding. The additional subband decomposition in the temporal direction allows the coder to e ciently take advantage of both the spatial and temporal frequency characteristics of the human visual system 27] 28]. Some of the earliest work in 3{D subband coding was done by Karlsson and Vetterli 29] and by Kronander 28] . Here, we present some simulation results based on a new 3{D subband coder 10], which is an outgrowth of a coder discussed in 28]. The basic motivation was to combine the analysis bene ts of 3{D subband coding with the temporal-redundancy reduction bene ts of motion estimation. Fig. 4 diagrams the analysis section of the coder. First, the incoming sequence is temporally analyzed into two bands. Each resulting subsequence is further decomposed into four spatial subbands. In our simulations all ltering operations were done using Johnston's 16C FIR lter 30]. The nal result is eight equally-sized subbands per two incoming frames. The subbands have been labeled LLL, LHL, HLL, HHL, LLH, LHH, HLH, HHH, with the letters representing temporal, horizontal, and vertical frequencies, in the given order. Here, the temporal analysis was done rst to improve the computational e ciency on the SIMD machine. Fig. 5 diagrams the active components of the coder. The LLL, LHL, and HLL subbands are coded using temporal DPCM which is implemented with a forwardmotion-compensated predictor. Motion-compensated estimation was chosen instead of 3{D linear prediction because this type of prediction is usually superior to loworder linear prediction. To reduce the complexity, a motion estimate was only made on the LLL subband and then used to estimate each of the subbands, LLL, LHL, and HLL. The basis for this implementation is that moving objects within a given temporal subband must move with the same displacement in each spatial subband.
3{D Subband Analysis
The resulting displaced frame di erences and the other subbands are then coded using uniform quantizers. In order to adapt to the non-stationary statistics between frames, a new bit allocation is made and new quantizers are designed during each frame. Each subband's bit rate is assigned using the algorithm described in 18]. Each quantizer is then designed so that the estimated rst-order entropy of its output is matched to its assigned rate.
The architecture of this coder/decoder is well matched to the architecture of the MasPar. With the exception of temporal ltering, the e ciency of each subsystem has been discussed in Section 3.2. The temporal ltering operations are e ciently performed in parallel using a circular frame bu er implemented on the PE array. The bu ers contain frame tiles, and their length is equal to the temporal lter's length. Since there are no spatial interactions during the temporal ltering, no inter{processor communication is required. Using the algorithm for QMF lters, the number of computations are M x M y L, were L is the temporal lter's length. A simulation of a 2-band temporal decomposition using 2-tap QMF lters and 768 640 (M x = 12; M y = 20) images processed approximately one frame per 0.055 seconds.
Computational Results
When coding a cropped (256 256) version of the rst 40 frames of the Salesman sequence at an average rate/frame of 0.54 bits/pixel, an average PSNR of 38.94 dB/frame was observed, refer to Fig 6. Perceptually, there were little signs of distortion in the reconstructed sequence when viewed against the original. The motion estimation algorithm incorporated was full-search estimation with blocks of 8 8 pixels correlated over a search region of 7 pixels using a MSE criterion. Also, an average decrease of 1.9 dB/frame was observed when the prediction was removed from the LHL and HLL subbands, thus justifying the use of motion-compensated prediction on these bands.
A comparison was made between a comparable 2{D subband coder and a simpler 3{D subband coder in order to observe the bene ts of the temporal decomposition. The 2{D subband coder consisted of 4 spatial subbands with motion-compensated predictive coding applied only to the LL subband. The 3{D subband coder consisted of the eight subband decomposition listed above, with motion-compensated predictive coding applied only to the LLL subband. It was found that the 3{D coder outperformed the 2{D coder by an average PSNR gain of 3.15 dB, refer to Fig. 7 . Perceptually, the reconstructed sequence from the 3{D coder looked similar to the original except in areas were there was a large degree of motion, whereas the 2{D coder looked uniformly distorted.
It should be noted that the bit rates quoted include the motion vector overhead but do not include the codebook overhead. In our algorithms, the quantizers are redesigned for each frame, so the codebooks really must be transmitted to the receiver in a practical system. In this connection, relevant work done 31] 32] on modeling with generalized Gaussian models can be incorporated to drastically reduce the side information required to be transmitted to an insigni cant amount. We are currently modifying our MasPar implementation to incorporate this needed feature.
Conclusions
The research reported here has examined the use of general{purpose, data{parallel computers as a platform for VSP algorithms. This approach is facilitated by technological and economic trends and provides the user with a high degree of programming exibility. We have developed parallel implementations for a number of speci c VSP algorithms, including motion estimation, interframe coding, and intraframe coding. The theoretical analyses have been supplemented with timing results on MasPar MP{1 computers.
The key to e cient computing is the selection of data structures that balance the computational load on the individual processors and optimize the inter{processor communications. The data structure design we found best suited to VSP algorithms is obtained by rectangular tiling of frames. The tile size is selected depending on the frame size, the algorithm, and the computer characteristics. The block{DCT transform and the block{matching motion estimation algorithms are e ciently implemented using 2 mx 2 my tiles, where m x and m y are integers. The appropriate tiles for subband coding algorithms have size 2 mx o x 2 my o y tiles, where m x and m y are larger than or equal to the number of resolution levels in the subband analysis. The optimization of data structures is facilitated by possible tradeo s between processor memory utilization and processing speed: we found that layout transformations between di erent program modules (e.g., data{replication techniques for motion estimation algorithms) are extremely e ective in that regard.
The capability to design and test novel video coding algorithms on realistic test sequences has been illustrated by our study of a 3{D subband coding scheme. Different numbers of bits are allocated to the various spatio{temporal bands of the image sequence. In addition, motion-compensated predictive-coding may advantageously be applied to the higher spatial subbands of the low temporal subband. Experimental results demonstrated that 3{D subband coding gives visually more pleasing visual results than 2{D subband coding. The error in the 2{D subband coding was noticeable and uniformly distributed throughout the image, whereas the 3{D subband coded image sequence looked transparent in the regions of no motion with only mild signs of distortion in rapidly moving areas. 
